”RED SHIRTS” FAQ’s
WHO are the RED SHIRT men? Men of First Baptist who wear red shirts fall into
two groups. One group is the “First Men” Leadership Team – the men who have
prayed and cast a vision and committed to planning and organizing disciple-making
activities at FBC. The other group is composed of men who want to show support
for and are a vital part of the Ministry to Men – they are known as “Allies” - and
want to belong to something bigger than themselves. Every man at FBC can be a
red shirt ally. Our ministry is all-inclusive!
WHAT do the RED SHIRTS mean? The color and logo were chosen in 2017 to
stand out as a visible sign of an active Ministry to Men at FBC. The bright red shirt
draws attention and people ask questions, opening the opportunity to talk about
the ministry. It means that you care about men and believe that no man should be
left behind - every man should be discipled.
WHEN can I wear my RED SHIRT? You are encouraged to wear your red shirt
ANYTIME you are out in public - not just at church! Besides standing out in a
crowd, you may be surprised at all the opportunities to talk about Jesus and FBC
that open up.
WHEN should I wear MY RED SHIRT? From time to time you will receive an
email from the leadership team to wear your red shirt to promote an upcoming
event, or for a special occasion. Of course, you should always wear your red shirt
to any of our Ministry to Men activities, such as seminars, meetings, breakfasts,
study groups, retreats – well, you get the idea.
WHERE can I get a RED SHIRT? Red shirts are usually for sale at any of our events
or you can contact any one of the leadership team members.
WHY should I buy a RED SHIRT? Wearing a red shirt means that you are being
trained for the battle. Nothing has the power to change the world like reaching
men... Buy a red shirt and JOIN TODAY!

